
Our company is looking for an associate engineering. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for associate engineering

Upload Bill of Material into MRP system
Interpret and analyze a wide variety of complex technical/scientific design
projects, perform scheduling for multiple tasks or work coordination, and
respond to customer inquiries including but not exclusive to new energy
requests
Coordinate with employees in other departments and/or external agencies to
meet any special requirements of the energy request orders
Identify improvements to the testing process
Builds talent by coaching and developing the members of the Technical
Operations team to ensure appropriate breadth, depth and skill sets across
the team to maintain and drive the business forward
Manages team resources and prioritizes as aligned with business needs to
include run the Business support
Provides technical guidance to staff, colleagues or customers anticipates and
interprets the customer needs to identify solutions
Focuses on managerial concerns of projects such as cost, weight, completion
date, and resource allocation
Drives continuous improvement for development engineering processes
Forecast, perform long range planning and maintain the laboratory’s Outside
Plant (OSP) distribution system, including quantities, types and routing of all
cable and infrastructure placement and maintaining records/documentation
using drawings and department databases
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Applicant must have basic computer skills
Previous solder surface mount packages with the aid of a microscope
Also be willing to work overtime in the support of meeting critical program
delivery schedules
Applicant needs to pass a background check by Security to obtain a
clearance to work in the Product Development Complex (PDC)
IPC J-STD-001E certification or OJT in the soldering of electrical & electronic
assemblies
Minimum of two plus years of specialized experience three plus years general
industry experience


